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We present a comparison between different stabilization techniques for high order CutDG
methods regarding accuracy and numerical performance. In this work, we analyze the
behavior of derivative-face-based ghost penalty [1], volume-based ghost penalty [4] and
agglomeration of small cut cells [2]. All methods are applied to elliptic problems on vari-
ous geometries with focus on critical cut cell scenarios. We perform numerous numerical
experiments to compare these methods with respect to error quantities as well as compu-
tational efficiency in terms of throughput of matrix-vector products and residual assembly
in one, two and three space dimensions. The performance analysis relies on the current
state-of-the-art for higher-order basis functions in fitted-mesh scenarios, the matrix-free
evaluation of discretized differential operators with SIMD vectorization over cell batches
[3], for which the present contribution develops novel realizations for the three stabiliza-
tion approaches in cut elements. The main goal of this work is to critically assess the
three different stabilization methods in well-defined benchmark scenarios with varying
geometry and polynomial degree of the shape functions.
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